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Getting the Help you Need 

Are you struggling with Learning Outcomes?  Remember that the Nurse Peer 
Review Team is available to answer questions, review planning documents that 
are in-progress, and generally help provide clarity and focus as your APU 
embraces learning outcomes and outcome measurement.  We have helped 
several Units with both general questions and activity-specific analysis, and 
invite you to use this service if you need it.  

My advice to other APUs is to use the invaluable resources that are  
available to us - the Midwest MSD website and Approved Provider 
Forum, the monthly conference calls (though I don’t get to participate  
as often as I’d like due to scheduling conflicts), and especially the Nurse 
Peer Reviewer Team. As much as I don’t want to be a bother, I send any 
and all questions their way for guidance. I especially send my Education 
Planning Forms and Gap Analysis Forms to be critiqued … how can I 
move seamlessly from identifying gaps to writing the clearest and most 
concise learning outcomes? I really struggled at first, but thanks to the 
teams’ expertise, patience, and great sense of humor, it’s getting much 
easier! There was just no way I’d get better at writing learning outcomes 
without their help! 

-- Kelly Schwartz, PNP for Barnes-Jewish Hospital St. Louis 

Register now! 
 

The 2016 MONA/Midwest MSD Approved Provider 
Training – Building a Successful Approved Provider  
Unit is scheduled for August 22, 2016 at the Capitol 
Plaza Hotel, located at 415 West McCarty Street, 
Jefferson City, MO 65101. The program will be from 
9:00 a.m. – 3:45 p.m. and the registration fee is 
$89.00/participant.  

MONA secured a block of rooms at the Capitol Plaza 
Hotel for anyone requiring overnight accommodations 
at a rate of $88.00 plus taxes and lodging fees for single 
or double occupancy. Reservations can be made by 
contacting the hotel at 573-635-1234 or 800-338-8088, 
identifying yourself with MONA/Midwest MSD.  

 
 

QUALITY QUOTES 
    

  Be a yardstick of quality.  Some people 
  aren’t used to an environment where 
  excellence is expected.  
                                                   -  Steve Jobs 

  It is easier to do a job right than to explain 
 why you didn’t.     
                                                   - Martin Van Buren 
 

http://www.midwestnurses.org


June’s Featured Approved Provider 
 

Periodically the Pulse will feature one of our Approved Provider Units so that everyone can get to know their colleagues better. 
 

June’s featured Approved Provider is Nebraska Methodist College in Omaha, Nebraska.  Founded in 1891 and affiliated 
with the Nebraska Methodist Health System, Nebraska Methodist College is a private, not-for-profit nursing and 

healthcare college offering certificate, undergrad 
and graduate degrees in nursing and a variety of 
allied health professions.  A unique combination of 
Liberal Arts-based foundations with practical-based 
healthcare curricula, as well as a service-
committed philosophy allows Nebraska Methodist 
College to serve a wide array of student needs. 

 

The Primary Nurse Planner for the Approved 
Provider Unit for Nebraska Methodist College is 
Phyllis Zimmermann, MSN, RN, the Director of 
Continuing Education for the college division 
Professional Development.  With her core staff of 

two Nurse Planners and three program specialists as support staff, Phyllis’ team offers close to 150 activities each year. 
“We do small one-hour programs, larger conferences, and certification review courses,” Phyllis says.  “While most of our 
work is focused on the needs of the health system, we also work with groups such as specialty associations and non-
profits.  We are increasingly focused on interdisciplinary education and provided continuing education for almost 20 
different disciplines in 2015.”  Housed with the APU in the college division are 13 full-time employees and many adjunct 
faculty for BLS, ACLS, PALS courses as well as Nursing Assistant, Medication Aide, Phlebotomy, Medical Assistant, RN 
Refresher, Sterile Processing Tech and Pharmacy Tech programs.  Members of the APU give (and receive!) assistance 
when needed – an atmosphere of collaboration that Phyllis fosters.  “We have a team that really is about supporting each 
other and sharing the load.  We know we can count on each other when help is needed and it allows us to manage 
multiple programs each week.”  

 

The APU finds its affiliation with the Methodist Health System invaluable.  “I sit on a council of representatives from both 
the hospitals and the college that is focused on students,” Phyllis says.  “From that work, we have identified educational 
needs of staff and faculty and worked to meet those needs.   We are forunate to have a seat in many system groups to be 
at the start of ducsssions about educational needs, so we can be part of the planning from the beginning.”  Students at 
the College are also encouraged to participate in contact-hour level educational activities.  “We think they can learn a lot 
from the materials presented,” Phyllis relates, “but we also want them to develop habits around lifelong learning and 
interacting with future peers and colleagues.” 

 

When asked how the APU is coping with the transition to learning outcomes, Phyllis is optomistic.  “We haven’t really 
struggled with the transition to outcomes too much.  A mentor early in my CE career really had it right when she said 
‘Form follows function’, so that philosophy has always been a part of our planning process.  Instead of saying ‘What 
objectives should we have’, we now say ‘What is it we really want to come out of this?’ or ‘How can we help our leaners 
really GET this information?’ followed by ‘How will we know?”.  It creates a bit more enthusiasm in the planning.  Our 
Nurse Planners and planning committee members seem to be more engaged in the work by having more perceived 
freedom and creativitiy in planning the education.”  What the APU staff do see as a challenge is one that is familiar to 
academic and professional organization type Units: “…getting to where we have a more fully established process for 
connecting our outcomes to data related to changes in practice. We still struggle to obtain timely access to data at that 
level for many of the programs we would like, so we are “stuck” using outcomes mainly in the areas of knowledge and 
skills. That is fine, but our goal is to get to that next level of changes in practice more consistently.” 

 

The APU’s work on process changes and the growth of the division have resulted in positive effects.  “I think others would 
say we are much better at partnering and communicating with our stakeholders,” says Phyllis. “We used to have a fixed 
program schedule and rarely added activities to it once set. Currently, our program plan is more rolling with programming 
being added as needs are identified and prioritized. It’s definitely messier for us and we sometime take on a bit more than 
is wise, but I think we do a much better job of meeting our stakeholder needs in a timely manner and we have better 
partnerships. We continue to build a firm foundation for the future while embracing new opportunities ahead, particularly 
in web-based technologies to improve learner access and engagement.” 



ROCKIN’ WITH THE REVIEWERS 
The Nurse Peer Review Team members share best practices 

 

 

                                                      Is that form the most current version? 

It can be challenging to ensure that your Nurse Planners and other APU staff are utilizing the most current forms available; 
it seems that revised and new forms are frequently being rolled out.  Adding to the challenge is the use of saved forms (so 
much easier than going to the Midwest MSD website each time!) because these saved versions – often by multiple APU 
staff members - may not be switched out for new versions when they are released.   
The review team noted several instances of old versions of forms being used during reviews of the Annual Reports as well 
as documentation being submitted as sample activities for renewal applications.  This issue included old versions of 
Conflict of Interest, Biographical Data forms and CNE Activity Planning Guides.  Some forms being used were 2 versions 
old!  At this time (and only at this time), there is one easy way to make sure that the forms you are using are the most 
current ones.  Beginning with form revisions and new forms created from the last quarter of 2015 on, Sara has added a 
version number/date notation (some, like the Gap Analysis Form, have just a date) as a footer on each form, like this  
one from the Nurse Planner Bio Form: 
  
So please check your forms – if it  
has a 2015 or 2016 date and (usually) 
a version number, it is current!  If it 
does not, check the Approved  
Provider Forum for a more up to  
date version.  This tip/trick will only 
work now – as soon as the next 
revision occurs to any form, we’ll have 
to think of something new!   
 
 
 Application Aids 

Tips on successful completion of the Approved Provider Application 
 

Periodically the Pulse will feature one criterion from the APU renewal application and provide advice on best practices. 
 

Since the Approved Provider Application has undergone revision as part of the 2015 ANCC criteria changes, we want 
to showcase (pretty much at random) the criteria that now are a part of the current application.  This month let’s 
take a look at criterion EDP1, the Educational Design Process criterion that reads: 

 
 

Describe and, using an example, demonstrate the process used to identify a problem in practice or an opportunity 
for improvement (professional practice gap). 

 

Key points:   

 The Approved Provider Unit must have a process in place that guides Nurse Planners through professional 
practice gap identification.  It is no longer an option for Units to do educational activities simply because they 
“have always done them” or because the planning committee “thought they would be a good topic to 
present” or because “this speaker is great”.   The process description should include information on how you 
and your Nurse Planners know what nurses know or do now, versus what they should know or should be 
doing.  

 This criterion is NOT addressing needs assessment.  That requirement is covered in another criterion.   Gap 
analysis tells the Nurse Planner what nurses do not already know or have not yet integrated into practice.  

 Care should be taken with “set” monthly, annual or other periodic programs to ensure that gap analysis is 
performed for each session to avoid the perception that topics are chosen only to fill the time, chosen at 
random, or because no other speaker was available.  If your CNE Activity Summary shows that your APU does 
a periodic program such as Cancer Case Conferences, Cardiology (or other clinical) Series, Journal Club, or 
annual education days of any kind, you are strongly encouraged to include details about the gap 
identification and analysis process specific to these types of recurring programs in your description.   



 Identifying the problem in practice or an opportunity for improvement is a vital step in the process of 
developing learning outcomes.  Although use of the Midwest MSD Gap Analysis Worksheet is not required, 
Units that do not utilize the form should have (and describe) a similarly effective method of analyzing gaps in 
knowledge, skills or practice and documenting those gaps for the activity file.  Use of the Midwest MSD form 
does promote the development of learning outcomes through gap analysis and Units may find this a helpful 
feature of the Gap Analysis Form. 

 Your example should include a description of the gap analysis process for an activity listed on your CNE 
Activity Summary – who conducted it, what problem in practice or opportunity for improvement was 
identified, where the data was collected from, and what gap was identified for what target audience.   

 

A lot more useful information on completing each section of the Approved Provider Application is also available in 
the document titled Application Instructions – v.2.2016.  It’s available on the Midwest MSD website under “Tools, 
Figures & Resources”.   It’s an invaluable resource for you as you prepare to complete your renewal application!  

   

Managing Contact Hours for 
Pharmacotherapeutics 

 

 According to a news report, a certain private school  
 in Washington recently was faced with a unique  
 problem. A number of pre-teen and teen girls were  
 beginning to use lipstick and would put it on in the  
 bathroom. That was fine, but after they put on their  
 lipstick they would press their lips to the mirror  
 leaving dozens of little lip prints. 
  

 Every night, the maintenance man would remove  
 them and the next day, the girls would put them  
 back. Finally, the principal decided that something  
 had to be done. She called all the girls to the  
 bathroom and met them there with the  
 maintenance man.   She explained that all these lip  
 prints were causing a major problem for the  
 custodian who had to clean the mirrors every night.  
 

 To demonstrate how difficult it was to clean the  
 mirrors, she asked the maintenance man to show  
 the girls how much effort was required. He took out  
 a long-handled squeegee, dipped it in the toilet,  
 and cleaned the mirror with it. Since then, there  
 have been no lip prints on the mirror.  
 

 There are teachers, and then there are educators... 

Offering pharmacotherapeutic-specific contact hours results in 
a value-added activity for potential participants.  It can attract 
APRNs (as well as physicians, pharmacists and other 
disciplines) who are required to obtain these hours as part of 
their recertification.  And it shows that your activity has been 
carefully reviewed for content-specific requirements.  
Pharmacotherapeutic content may include but is not limited to 
drug specific information, safe prescribing practices, safe 
medication administration, prescribing methodologies, new 
regulations or similar content. 

Pharmacotherapeutic content does not need to be presented 
by a nurse for the hours to be eligible for recertification.  
However, the presenter must have content expertise in 
pharmacology, whether through education or experience 
documented in the activity file. 

When developing the content for an educational activity, your 
planning committee should calculate and delineate the 
number of pharmacotherapeutic contact hours during the 
planning stages.  This ensures that marketing materials will 
show the correct number of contact hours that pertain to 
pharmacotherapeutics.  

If you have a recurring activity that may qualify for awarding 
pharmacotherapeutic contact hours, those courses may be 
reviewed to calculate the appropriate number of contact 
hours.  But remember that these hours cannot be awarded 
retroactively – only for future offerings of that activity.  

Your marketing materials and certificate of completion should 
use this wording:   

              X.X Contact Hours, of which X.X are 
         Pharmacotherapeutic Contact Hours. 

 
 
 



Exhibitors, Vendors and Freebies, oh my! 
Managing vendor halls 

 

We continue to receive questions about managing vendors and exhibitors, as well as how each differs from 
commercial interest support.  Here is some information based on the ANCC Content Integrity Standards that may 
help! 

 Both commercial and non-commercial companies or entities can be vendors/exhibitors at an activity.  If you 
charge a fee for vendor space, that money (even if it comes from a commercial entity) is not considered 
commercial support; it is merely ‘rental’ money the vendor pays for the privilege of interacting with your 
participants. 

 The location of the vendors/exhibitors is crucial.  They may NOT be located inside education rooms or on the 
route to/from the registration area or rest rooms.  A separate location (room or hallway) close to but 
distinctly separate from learning rooms or registration areas is best. 

 Vendor halls or exhibitor booths may NOT be open while an educational event is in progress.  Your vendors 
should be advised to refrain from talking with participants during scheduled session hours.  One way to 
ensure this is to invite them to attend sessions. 

 Marketing or advertisement for vendors/exhibitors may NOT be included within educational activity content 
(e.g., slides, handouts, enduring materials). 

 

Everybody loves a freebie.  If your vendors/exhibitors want to provide giveaways for learners, there are a few 
conditions that should be observed: 

 Commercial interest organizations may provide giveaways for learners, as long as they are not distributed 
inside the learning rooms or at the registration area.   You can provide them a table in the vendor hall or 
another separate location.  Employees of commercial interest entities may NOT stand in traffic flow areas for 
participants and hand them giveaways as they pass.  It must be the participant’s choice to approach.  

 Educational materials for an activity may not be packaged in items bearing logos or trademarks of a 
commercial interest organization.  So no folders, no bags and no handouts distributed on thumb drives, if any 
has the name or logo for a commercial entity on them.   

 

If you have questions regarding vendors/exhibitors that is not covered here, please let us know.  We are happy to 
answer organization-specific issues! 

 
 

A man walks into a doctor's office.  

He has a cucumber up his nose, a carrot in his left ear and a banana in his right ear. 

"What's the matter with me?" he asks the doctor. 

                        The doctor replies, "You're not eating properly." 

Midwest Multistate Division 
P.O. Box 105228 
Jefferson City, MO  65110 
midwestnurses.org 
573-636-4623 

Have questions?  Email: 
Judi Dunn  NPRL@midwestnurses.org 
Carol Walker NP@midwestnurses.org 
Belinda Heimericks  LNP@midwestnurses.org 
Sara Fry  sara@midwestnurses.org 

 


